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Unit 1

Vocabulary, page 4

1 1. b      2.  d      3.  e      4.  c      5.  a

2 Possible answers:
 1. both like hiking and jazz
 2. her glasses
 3. me
 4. get to school on time

3 Possible answers:
 1. is named after his grandfather
 2. provides lunch for the students
 3. involves preparing food
 4. always stands out
 5. apply for a job

4 1. stay away 4. fit in
 2. provide 5. peers
 3. alike

page 5

5 1. thrilling 4. embarrassed
 2. thoughtless 5. amused
 3. painful 6. useful

6 Possible answers for sentence completions: 
 1. creative; make up a story
 2. materialistic; expensive clothes
 3. dependable; very late
 4. adventurous; try new things
 5. optimistic; I failed
 6. official; getting married

7 1. furious 5. powerless
 2. thoughtful 6. personal
 3. nervous 7. natural
 4. surprising 

8 1. likely 6. official
 2. surprising 7. stands out from
 3. surprised 8. interested
 4. provide 9. interesting
 5. involved

Grammar, page 6

1 1. was studying 5. contains
 2. died 6. forget
 3. was raising 7. is happening
 4. succeeded

2 Possible answers:
 1. I exercise every day.
 2. I’m going shopping tomorrow afternoon.
 3. Last night, I had chicken for dinner.
 4.  On the way to school this morning, I was thinking about 

the exam.

3 Possible answers:
 1. will get it
 2. will be a famous artist
 3. am going to go to a concert
 4. are going to order five pizzas
 5. am going to go to bed
 6. will bite you

4 1. attended 5. had become
 2. set 6. had met
 3. has broken 7. had grown
 4. has held 8. has / have worked

page 7

5 1.  My brother has been in / at medical school for over  
two years.

 2. Dave hadn’t met his biological father until last year.
 3. I was born two years after my parents got married.
 4. I haven’t seen my uncle since I was 12 years old.
 5.  By the time the TV programme ended, my sister had fallen 

asleep.

6 1. Were you watching TV when I called last night?
 2. When did your parents get married?
 3.  The guests had already gone home, so we didn’t see them.
 4. My family has lived in this town for three generations.
 5. I think we will win the game tonight.

7 1. Els nens de la classe d’en Sam sovint es burlen d’ell.
 2. No és probable que plogui aquesta nit.
 3.  Quan ella era adolescent, no s’adaptava als  

seus companys.
 4. El meu/La meva millor amic/iga sempre m’ha fet costat.
 5.  Estava presentant una sol·licitud per a una feina en  

el centre comercial quan em vaig trobar l’Ann.

8 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

9 Possible answers:
 1. learn to play the guitar
 2. if he’ll be a good leader
 3. I didn’t back up my contacts before it happened
 4. shouldn’t have told her about your party
 5. don’t want to talk to her ever again

Communication, page 8

1 Possible answers:
 1. they fight about using the computer
 2. he’s very smart and has got many friends
 3. is more like his mother
 4. doing well in school
 5. they develop different interests
 6. washing the dishes
 7. give her everything she wants
 8. broke up last week
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2 Possible answers:
 1. “You must finish your homework before you watch TV.”
 2. “My mother lets me do whatever I want.”
 3. “I grew up in a small village.”
 4. “Congratulations.”
 5.  “We just grew apart and no longer enjoyed each other’s 

company.”

3 1. niece 3. fiancé
 2. nephew 4. sibling

4 Possible answers:
 1. I’d like to get an award.
 2. It’s getting dark in here.
 3. He’s not getting good marks.
 4. You don’t want to get lost.
 5. Will you text me when you get there?
 6. She gets home at 7.30.
 7. Maybe I’ll get a job.
 8. He’s getting old.
 9. I’ll get it back tomorrow.
 10. I hope I get permission.

5 1. Unfortunately
 2. I suppose I
 3. They’re really 
 4. Well, first of all, there’s
 5. I’ve … got
 6. We used to
 7. I’d say that
 8. We both have
 9. I definitely

Reading, page 9

1 c

3 1. using the term “reality television”
 2. they were criticised
 3. filmed the family for two shorter documentaries
 4. since An American Family

4 1. It made them unnatural.
 2.  Because they thought they were represented inaccurately.
 3. He said it was a second-rate soap opera.

5 1. a glimpse (line 4) 4. inaccurately (line 32) 
 2. permitted (line 8) 5. endless (line 38) 
 3. gradually (line 19) 

Writing, page 10

1 1. At first, I didn’t realise I was lost.
 2.  As soon as I saw my mum’s face, I knew she  

was angry.
 3. Eventually, we heard from Tom.
 4.  While I was studying, I heard strange-sounding noises 

from outside.
 5.  After my baby sister had fallen asleep, I turned off  

the light.

2 1. finally / eventually
 2. After
 3. while
 4. First
 5. Next / Then
 6. Then / Next
 7. Finally / In the end / Eventually
 8. at last

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 11

1 1. got divorced; sided with
 2. named after; take after; alike
 3. get along; peers
 4. apply for; reject
 5. niece; spoilt

2 1. official 5. adventurous
 2. useful 6. surprising
 3. personal 7. optimistic
 4. creative

3 Possible answers:
 1. at 8 am
 2. go on the school trip
 3. I work all day
 4. doing chores around the house
 5. I didn’t have a map

4 1. don’t stay; didn’t leave
 2. were teasing; began
 3. am doing; am meeting
 4. was reading; was talking

5 Possible answers:
 1. is going to make chicken
 2. will live in the city
 3. will hurt / are going to hurt yourself
 4. am going to travel to Paris
 5. is going to get dark / will get dark

6 1. By the time I got home, they’d finished lunch.
 2. My sister has lived in London for a year.
 3.  My brother and I haven’t got along well since he started 

dating his girlfriend.
 4. We hadn’t met Mike’s fiancée before last night.
 5.  After my aunt had adopted a baby boy, she adopted a 

three-year-old girl.

Unit 2

Vocabulary, page 12

1 Possible answers:
 1. snow 6. rain
 2. cold 7. boats
 3. move there 8. argue
 4. busy 9. hurricane
 5. control weather
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2 1. spread 4. reach
 2. ruin 5. remain
 3. prevent 6. land

3 1. forecast 5. prevents
 2. drought 6. remains
 3. increase 7. major
 4. develop 8. turn into

4 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

page 13

5 1. snowflake 4. rainbow
 2. dust storm / sandstorm 5. hailstones
 3. sunshine 6. rainfall

6 1. Snowstorms, sandstorms / Sandstorms, snowstorms
 2. hailstone
 3. raindrop
 4. Snowflakes
 5. frostbite, sunstroke

7 Accept all logical answers.

8 1. prevent 6. major
 2. forecast 7. developed
 3. snowstorm 8. increased
 4. reach 9. rainfall
 5. remained

Grammar, page 14

1 1.  By the end of the summer, they will have grown half a 
metre taller.

 2. At this time next week, it will be snowing.
 3. It won’t be landing for another few hours.
 4.  Fortunately, the builders will have finished the repairs by 

the time the school year starts.
 5. By 7 pm, we won’t have had electricity for 72 hours.

2 Possible answers:
 1.  We will be watching a documentary about Hurricane 

Katrina at 10 o’clock.
 2. In one hour, I’ll still be shovelling this.
 3.  By the time I return to London, John will have gone on 

holiday.
 4.  At this time next year, I’ll be studying meteorology at 

Reading University.

3 Possible answers:
 1. will be studying for my exam
 2. will have finished it by then
 3. will be travelling
 4. will have lived here for four years 
 5. will have bought enough food and water

page 15

4 1. will get / are going to get / will be getting
 2. will have become / will become
 3. will be
 4. will give
 5. won’t be issuing / won’t issue
 6. will be providing / will provide
 7. will have become
 8. will reduce
 9. will … have

5 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

6 1. I think it will rain tonight.
 2. Don’t call me tonight. I will be working very late.
 3.  By the end of the storm, many accidents will have 

occurred.
 4. It’s snowing. I will look / am looking for my boots.
 5.  Where will you travel / are you travelling / are you 

going to travel next year?

7 1. Demà a aquesta hora estarem aterrant a Sydney!
 2.  Per a l’u de desembre, les provisions d’emergència hauran 

arribat a tots els que viuen a les zones de sequera.
 3.  En els pròxims anys, els científics desenvoluparan maneres 

d’evitar inundacions aquí.
 4. El preu del combustible de calefacció augmentarà aviat.
 5.  D’aquí a tres anys, hauran convertit aquell edifici vell  

en una escola nova.

8 1. By Friday, I’ll have finished my homework.
 2. While I was having my first ice-skating lesson, I fell.
 3. I hadn’t seen snow until I was eight years old.
 4. She has been a meteorologist for two years.
 5.  In another four weeks, I will be travelling around Canada.

9 Possible answers:
 1. Have a great day.
 2. Maybe he won’t be late today.
 3. I think I need to take a break.
 4. Can I get a new pair of boots?

Communication, page 16

1 Possible answers:
 1. going out 5. loud
 2. put on a sweater 6. a hurricane
 3. umbrellas 7. -20°C
 4. sunny 8. air conditioning

2 1. muggy 5. heatwave
 2. Lightning 6. shade
 3. blizzard 7. freezing cold
 4. breeze 8. mild

3 1. overcast 4. thunder and lightning
 2. pouring 5. cold spell
 3. breeze 
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4 1. It looks like 5. probably
 2 it’s obviously / we can see 6. I’d imagine
 3. It seems to be 7. Perhaps / I suppose
 4. I suppose / Perhaps

Reading, page 17

1 a. 2      b.  4      c.  1      d.  3

2 1. c      2.  d

3 1. no electricity and heating
 2. of global warming
 3. flooding / water from entering the subway

4 1.  Other weather phenomena increased its power while it 
was moving towards the US.

 2.  Government officials won’t have put the new protection 
ideas into practice by then.

5 1. making landfall (lines 12-13)  3. lacked (line 16) 
 2. was over (lines 13-14)  4. season (line 24) 

Writing, page 18

1 1.  The bus came exactly on time even though it was snowing 
quite heavily.

 2.  It was raining hard all morning, but it stopped suddenly 
just as we were leaving school.

 3.  Sadly, the weather was absolutely terrible during our 
holiday, but surprisingly, we had a good time anyway.

 4.  I can usually write reports quite fast, but this one took a 
really long time because climate change is a very complex 
topic.

2 1. really
 2. a bit
 3. very
 4. Unfortunately
 5. quite / pretty / fairly
 6. incredibly / extremely / quite / fairly
 7. Hopefully
 8. extremely / incredibly
 9. luckily
 10. totally

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 19

1 1. thrilling 6. likely
 2. aware of 7. reach
 3. surprised 8. major
 4. remain 9. stay away
 5. increases 10. chores

2 Possible answers:
 1. snowstorm 4. scares them
 2. nephew 5. heatwave
 3. rain 6. got divorced

3 1. chores 3. frostbite
 2. grow apart

4 1. gets
 2. will have fallen
 3. will … be suffering
 4. were making / made
 5. had predicted / were predicting
 6. was spreading
 7. had moved
 8. have never seen

5 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers. 

Unit 3
Vocabulary, page 20

1 Possible answers:
 1. The shop isn’t open daily.
 2. There are two people in the audience.
 3. There’s a performance on 10th June.
 4. The band is having a rehearsal.

2 Possible answers:
 1. my book with her
 2. he didn’t have time to practise
 3. it was raining
 4. to arrive on time
 5. he had lost the race

3 1. He struggled with this piece of music.
 2.  This book on music of the 1960s focuses on the Beatles.
 3.  They haven’t faced any problems during this concert tour.
 4.  Nobody pointed out that I was singing the wrong words!
 5. Luckily, the piano survived the fire.

4 1. focus on 4. hold
 2. gave up 5. share
 3. manage

page 21

5 1. dancing 4. Making
 2. playing 5. to donate
 3. to learn

6 1. rehearsing; to eat
 2. to bring; giving
 3. to tell; seeing

7 1. taking piano lessons
 2. to take a break
 3. to learn this piece of music
 4. Listening
 5. to play in the band
 6. crying whenever she hears this sad song
 7.  to be away from home during long tours with the orchestra

8 1. struggling 6. performances
 2. daily 7. audience
 3. point … out 8. gave up
 4. faced 9. focusing on
 5. held
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Grammar, page 22

1 1. can’t play an instrument
 2. mustn’t play loud music after 11 pm
 3. should practise more often
 4. might be giving a concert here
 5. must be a famous singer
 6.  don’t have to leave now, since / because the performance 

doesn’t start until 8 o’clock

2 1. may not 5. can’t / aren’t able to
 2. can’t 6. needn’t
 3. couldn’t 7. should
 4. might

3 1. shouldn’t have tried 3. wouldn’t have practised
 2. must have got 4. may have been

page 23

4 Possible answers:
 1. broken
 2. performed well enough
 3. turned it off
 4. invited you to the Eminem concert
 5. heard it before
 6. been there

5 1. have to / must go 5. would have gone
 2. shouldn’t have told 6. should / can take
 3. don’t have to / needn’t wear 7. couldn’t / wasn’t able to sing
 4. may / might have left 8. should / can try

6 1. Can … imagine 5. were beginning
 2. wouldn’t have developed 6. have played
 3. appeared 7. will remain
 4. had used 8. will be producing

7 1.  They will have to hold the party outside. /  
They must hold the party outside.

 2.  You should not have given up. It was important to keep 
going.

 3. Could he have missed the train?
 4.  There may be another rehearsal tomorrow. I’ll let you know.
 5.  I haven’t been able to study since you arrived. Could you  

be quiet, please?

8 1. No podré arribar a l’assaig a temps.
 2.  Haurien d’haver deixat d’admetre gent quan el club  

es va omplir tant.
 3.  Em rendeixo. Em resulta massa difícil tocar aquesta peça 

musical.
 4. Ens hi hem de quedar? Estic molt avorrit/ida.
 5.  No hauria anat a veure el seu espectacle, però vaig guanyar 

una entrada gratuïta.

9 Possible answers:
 1. It’s very funny.
 2. I love singing.
 3. He’s a great singer.
 4. You never come to my performances.
 5. He’s always late.

Communication, page 24

1 1. c      2.  d      3.  a      4.  b

2 Possible answers:
 1. You can see Rihanna at the arena.
 2. That joke hurt my feelings.
 3. The entertainment was great.
 4. Their music is fun to dance to.
 5. It was so boring, I fell asleep.
 6. I became responsible for managing my time.
 7. I don’t think he’s talented at all.
 8. All my friends are going to be there.

3 Possible answers:
 1. That idea is a waste of time!
 2. I think Justin Bieber is overrated.
 3. That documentary was an eye-opener!
 4.  Without more practice, he’ll never be a first-rate guitarist.
 5. The lecture was dull.

4 Possible answers:
 1. my grandmother wasn’t alive
 2. have been living in New York for a year
 3. to see Beyoncé live
 4. they’re still alive

5 1. If you ask me / In my opinion
 2. How about
 3. I feel that / it seems to me that
 4. it seems to me that / I feel that
 5. I feel that / It seems to me that

Reading, page 25

1 1. b

2 1. d      2.  d

3 1. display new musical or artistic ability
 2. coming up with new compositions
 3. to get rewired

4 1. F; “hasn’t stopped since”
 2. F; “in his head appearing as black and white squares”
 3. T; “finds it difficult to ‘turn off’ the music in his head”

5 1.  People might think he was weird and it would harm his 
reputation.

 2.  They wouldn’t give it up because it has enriched their lives.

6 1. displaying 3. downsides
 2. urge 4. enriched
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Writing, page 26

1 1.  They’re giving two concerts in London this month. /  
This month, they’re giving two concerts in London.

 2.  The fans were terribly disappointed when the band 
cancelled the show.

 3. Mark never listens to rap music.
 4. He often studied in the library.
 5.  I am going to have my first piano lesson tonight. /  

Tonight, I am going to have my first piano lesson.

2 1. b      2.  c      3. a

Writing Task

3 1. against 4. against
 2. support 5. support
 3. against 6. support

 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 27

1 1. performance, snowstorm, held
 2. daily, personal, embarrassed
 3. get permission, waste of time
 4. spoilt, to struggle, gives up

2 Possible answers:
 1. doing research on the topic
 2. it might rain
 3. spend money on things you don’t really like or need
 4. without water
 5. the storm
 6. their interests change

3 1. powerful 5. points out
 2. provide 6. offensive
 3. audience 7. remain
 4. fit in 8. increase

4 1.  have … heard; might / may rain;  
am … going to go / am … going

 2. will be doing; will improve
 3. got; had caused
 4.  couldn’t understand; was speaking;  

was / must have been

5 1.  He has performed / has been performing since he was a 
child.

 2.  By the time everyone arrived for the party, we had 
decorated the house.

 3.  While the clarinetist was performing, she played several 
wrong notes.

 4. I should have called you earlier.
 5.  By this time next week, the band will have been together 

for 50 years.

6 Possible answers:
 1. don’t have to bring anything
 2. need to be home to watch my brother
 3. saw it last week
 4. may have had a fight
 5. must be very excited
 6. will be very hungry

Unit 4
Vocabulary, page 28

1 1. threats 4. efforts
 2. employees 5. pastimes
 3. deadlines

2 Possible answers:
 1. by phone and by e-mail
 2. used drugs
 3. a surprise
 4. understand the clue
 5. nobody wanted their product

3 1. challenges most players
 2. have disrupted our Internet access
 3. phone calls will lead us to him
 4. not suited to the job
 5. requires previous experience

4 1. succeed 4. deadline
 2. effort 5. lead to
 3. ahead of time

page 29

5 1. from 7. in
 2. about 8. with
 3. with 9. on
 4. to 10. for
 5. about 11. of
 6. to

6 1. of 5. on
 2. about 6. in
 3. on 7. in
 4. with

7 Possible answers:
 1. on schoolwork 4. in a marathon
 2. about / for my brother 5. to the robber
 3. on a true story 6. to the country club

8 1. threat 5. crack the code
 2. succeed in  6. lead … to
 3. prevent … from 7. challenges
 4. depending on 8. infamous
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Grammar, page 30

1 1. ask 5. can buy
 2. would apply for 6. won’t enjoy
 3. get 7. could
 4. would go

2 Possible answers:
 1. will buy the tickets
 2. will figure it out
 3. he makes a mistake
 4. he doesn’t want people to recognise him
 5. would tell you what it is

3 1.  would have given the classified information to the enemy if 
we hadn’t caught him

 2.  hadn’t had a fake passport, he wouldn’t have been able to 
enter the country

 3.  wouldn’t have failed if he hadn’t got to the meeting late
 4.  might have recognised her if she hadn’t dyed her blonde 

hair black 
 5.  they had looked in her handbag, they would have found the 

recording device

4 1. They wouldn’t make them if they weren’t so popular.
 2. If I don’t do well, they won’t hire me.
 3. She would have come if we hadn’t had a fight.
 4. Go online if you want more information.
 5. If / When we succeed, we’ll show everyone.

5 1. could 5. would make
 2. should / can apply for 6. wouldn’t have learned
 3. have 7. visit
 4. will live

page 31

6 1. All their agents must learn self-defence techniques.
 2. By July, the training course will have ended.
 3.  As soon as the hacker strikes again, we’ll be able to locate 

him.
 4.  If the agent hadn’t taken his laptop with him, the thieves 

would have stolen it.
 5.  If he knew my password, he could read my personal 

e-mails.
 6.  He became a private security advisor after he had worked 

for GCHQ for 20 years.
 7.  While she was working here, she stole many company 

secrets.

7 1. I won’t succeed unless I work hard.
 2.  We would have got in touch with them if we had known 

their last name.
 3.  If they crack the code, they will be able to open the door.
 4.  I would meet my deadline if I didn’t have so much work.
 5. If I were you, I wouldn’t trust him.

8 1. No aconseguiràs desxifrar el codi si no t’hi concentres.
 2.  Si el treballador s’hagués esforçat més per protegir el 

sistema informàtic, podria haver evitat l’atac cibernètic.
 3.  Si em poso en contacte amb tu per endavant, pots 

organitzar una visita per a la meva classe?
 4.  Quan ens assabentem d’una amenaça, ens ho prenem molt 

seriosament.
 5.  No sabrem quina feina és adequada per a tu fins (després) 

que acabis els exàmens.

9 1. Don’t look at me as if I were a criminal!
 2. If you don’t mind, I’d like to record this conversation.
 3. If I were you, I wouldn’t spy on the company.
 4.  If you like, we can go out to dinner (so we don’t have to 

cook).

Communication, page 32

1 1. reveal the details
 2. blamed me for the damage
 3. warn the public, since it was a false threat
 4. concealed the gun in his coat
 5. trusted him to deliver the information
 6. your computer more secure, use anti-virus software
 7. anything suspicious to the police

2 Possible answers:
 1. careful 5. caught
 2. truth 6. e-mails
 3. safe 7. vote
 4. law 8. lie

3 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

4 1. I disagree / That’s not how I see it
 2. That’s true, but / I suppose you’re right, but
 3. You’ve got a point
 4. Absolutely
 5. Exactly

Reading, page 33

1 1. Francis Cabot Lowell
 2. $32 billion
 3. 2012

2 b

3 1. A French priest learned the secrets of making porcelain.
 2. A Gillette employee sent them the plans.
 3. They don’t have to spend money on development.

4 1. hire a private investigator
 2. a company employee
 3. they see signs of it

5 1. sophisticated 4. initiate
 2. diverse 5. aware of
 3. benefit from
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Writing, page 34

1 1.  Even though the hacker didn’t steal information, he was 
arrested.

 2. Some people think he’s a spy as well as a reporter.
 3.  My parents and I get along well. However, I don’t want to 

be Facebook friends with them.
 4.  He’s got a British passport in addition to a Canadian one.
 5.  He’s worked for the intelligence service for five years. 

Nevertheless, he hasn’t been / he has never been on a 
mission abroad.

2 1. Moreover / Furthermore / In addition
 2. On the one hand
 3. Furthermore / In addition / Moreover
 4. On the other hand
 5. In addition / Moreover / Furthermore
 6. despite
 7. also

Writing Task

3 1. for 5. against
 2. against 6. against
 3. for 7. against
 4. for 8. against

 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 35

1 1. infamous 6. risky
 2. face 7. concentrate on
 3. challenge 8. hopeless
 4. prevent … from 9. survived
 5. shared

2 1. concealed 4. spread
 2. bullied 5. participated in
 3. sided with 6. prevented

3 Possible answers:
 1. about money 3. at school
 2. on the film 4. into a lovely day

4 1. has been 6. must know
 2. can get 7. was cycling
 3. could get 8. might … become
 4. wouldn’t have won 9. will … replace
 5. hadn’t spied

5 1.  If I had known about the plans ahead of time, I would have 
gone.

 2.  By the end of the month, my brother will have worked at 
GCHQ for a year.

 3.  If his French were good enough, he could / would be able 
to translate these documents.

 4.  You mustn’t talk to anyone.
 5.  By next month, they will have completed that new project.
 6. When I get the job, I’ll ask about the hours.

6 Possible answers:
 1. will go out
 2. would get more sleep
 3. will be travelling to New York City
 4. I made dinner
 5. try yoga

Unit 5
Vocabulary, page 36

1 Possible answers:
 1. The special offer will last until 1st February.
 2. Dave has improved in maths since December.
 3. The cat is chasing the mouse.
 4. I’m getting rid of things I don’t need.

2 1. pressure 4. sign
 2. mood 5. disease
 3. stressful 6. sane

3 1.  You might get rid of your headache if you take an aspirin.
 2. How do you always wake up in such a good mood?
 3. I’m fed up with (hearing) your complaints.
 4. Their presentation on healthy eating lasted two hours.

4 Possible answers:
 1. I argue with my friends
 2. more vegetables
 3. we have many exams
 4. keep in touch with everyone
 5. my school project

page 37

5 1. warm up 4. take up
 2. put on 5. run away
 3. kick in 6. give up

6 1. to cut down on them 3. come down with one
 2. haven’t got over it 4. worked out today

7 Possible answers:
 1. He needs to put on some weight.
 2.  He gradually cut down on the number of cigarettes  

he smoked each day.
 3. Warm up with some exercises.
 4. I’m thinking of taking up tennis.
 5. You might be coming down with a cold.

8 1. stressful 6. get rid of
 2. deal with 7. taken up
 3. pressure 8. improved
 4. break up 9. kick in
 5. moods
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Grammar, page 38

1 1. can be caused 6. will be developed
 2. should not be combined 7. are drunk
 3. have been protected 8. were diagnosed
 4. are … used 9. is being done
 5. was discovered

2 1. Swimmers should be provided with towels by the club. / 
   Towels should be provided for the swimmers by the club. 
 2.  Are all new club members going to be given a free T-shirt? /  

Is a free T-shirt going to be given to all new club members? 
 3.  The employees were shown the new exercise machines. / 

The new exercise machines were shown to the employees. 
 4. You’ll be given that information by the secretary. /  
  That information will be given to you by the secretary.

3 1. The optician is repairing my glasses now.
 2. Dr Lee can be contacted after 5 o’clock at this number.
 3. Have many copies of this book been sold?
 4. This medicine shouldn’t be taken before you eat.
 5. Are Zumba classes offered at weekends?
 6.  Last year, new patients weren’t being accepted at that clinic.

4 Possible answers:
 1. I’m having / getting it checked later today.
 2. We’re having / getting it cleaned at the moment.
 3. He hasn’t had / got it repaired yet.
 4. They finally had / got it painted.
 5. She should try to have / get it published.
 6. We will have / get it delivered.

page 39

5 1. should be checked 5. get / have … tested
 2. was … called 6. has been found
 3. has 7. is being done
 4. can be transmitted 8. will … be known

6 1. A cure for this disease hasn’t been found yet.
 2. Smoking isn’t allowed in this building.
 3. When will the issues be dealt with?
 4. I think she should be invited to your party.
 5. I think you should have / get your eyes checked.

7 1.  Se la sotmet / Està sotmesa a molta pressió perquè s’ocupi 
de tot ràpidament.

 2.  Quan el meu pare es va fer una revisió del cor, no li van 
trobar cap símptoma de problemes cardíacs.

 3.  La seva investigació va demostrar que algunes malalties 
poden ser percebudes pels gossos.

 4.  Es juga / S’està jugant menys a futbol aquest any a l’escola?
 5.  Es va sentir bastant abatut fins que el medicament (li) va 

començar a fer efecte.

8 1. wouldn’t have got, hadn’t shared
 2.  has been having / has had, is getting / having … checked / 

is going to get / have … checked
 3. want, must / have to sign up, won’t be allowed
 4.  will start / are starting / are going to start, will be taught / 

are going to be taught
 5. were, would use, wasn’t working, was riding
 6. will have been, don’t miss
 7. was purchased, must be renewed
 8. was being examined, bought

9 1. It can’t be helped.
 2. We’ve got it covered.
 3. It’s easier said than done.
 4.  Given the choice, I’d rather cut down on bread than 

chocolate. 

Communication, page 40

1 Possible answers:
 1. strengthen them 4. should get in shape
 2. get injured 5. and you’re exhausted
 3. it’s less strenuous

2 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

3 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

4 1. ran 4. coat
 2. lose weight 5. raise money
 3. sitting

5 1. the pictures are similar because
 2. while in picture 2 we can see
 3. they both show
 4. I think that

Reading, page 41

1 c

2 1. d      2.  b

3 1. F; “… has been studied for years.” (line 19) 
 2. T; “tend to eat more carbohydrates …” (lines 32-33)
 3.  F; “aim to sleep at least one more hour each night”  

(line 42) 

4 1. the body’s internal clock is
 2. affected by lack of sleep
 3. increase due to lack of sleep

5 1. crave (line 3) 3. risk (line 35) 
 2. sleep-deprived (line 5) 4. peers (line 39) 
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Writing, page 42

1 Possible answers:
 1. The pool is least crowded after 8 pm, so I go then.
 2.  She’s got a wheat allergy. For this reason, she can’t eat 

bread.
 3.  You need to put on about five kilos because you’re 

underweight.
 4.  Since this is a stressful time, it will help you to take up 

yoga.
 5.  Because of / Due to the student discount, I joined the 

fitness club.
 6.  He didn’t warm up before the 5 km run. As a result, / 

Consequently, he injured his leg while he was running.

2 Possible answers:
 1. since 4. For this reason
 2. as a result of 5. Because of
 3. due to 6. so

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 43

1 1. nervous 4. boiling
 2. useless 5. hazardous
 3. stressful 6. exhausted

2 1. performance 6. out of shape
 2. Based on 7. develop
 3. required 8. ahead of time
 4. strenuous 9. trainer
 5. works out

3 1. medicine got rid of her cough
 2. young athletes looked up to him
 3. got in touch with me
 4. put on weight since last year
 5. took up Pilates two years ago

4 1. are / were taught 6. had … done
 2. should / must wash 7. revealed
 3. is … ignored 8. would cause
 4. were lying 9. can stop
 5. had been installed

5 Possible answers:
 1. have / get her cast taken off
 2. might have left them at the gym
 3. was invented by Joseph Pilates
 4. X-rays are being looked at right now

6 1.  I’m going to have / get my teeth cleaned  
(by the dental hygienist).

 2. If I had time before school, I’d work out.
 3. When was this great fitness website started?
 4. You should eat less junk food.
 5.  Where is her next presentation being given /  

going to be given?

Unit 6
Vocabulary, page 44

1 1. spoken languages may be wiped out
 2. make up stories
 3. spoken up when I said the wrong thing
 4. stand up for better education
 5. figure out how to do this puzzle

2 Possible answers:
 1. it’s wrong to kill animals to make clothes
 2. journals
 3. stand up for your beliefs
 4. electricity
 5. you’re not interested in the topic
 6. missing one lesson

3 Possible answers:
 1. I wasn’t expecting a quiz.
 2. I didn’t buy brand-new books.
 3. Purple hair is ridiculous.
 4. There’s no trace of it.
 5. They tricked me.

4 1. figure out 4. brand-new
 2. fur 5. expect
 3. wiped out

page 45

5 1. used to live 5. used to walk / would walk
 2. Did … use to tell /  6. used to take / would take
  Would … tell 7. used to help / would help
 3. would ask / used to ask 8. didn’t use to have
 4. didn’t use to be

6 1. got used to, would 4. didn’t use to, get used to
 2. isn’t used to 5. will get used to
 3. am … getting used to

7 Possible answers:
 1. maths, but he’s improved 4. play with dolls
 2. go skiing 5. the pressure to succeed
 3. our customs

8 1. get used to 6. brand-new
 2. are used to 7. expected
 3. used to 8. wiped out
 4. figured out 9. no trace of
 5. ridiculous
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Grammar, page 46

1 1.  admitted (that) she’d copied material from Wikipedia for 
her project

 2.  announced that students would have to wear uniforms the 
following year / the year after

 3.  wanted to know if / whether she could hand in her essay 
late

 4.  suggested (that) I get / getting some extra help from  
a maths tutor

 5.  complained that those maths exercises had been too 
difficult

 6.  threatened that he / she would send Tom to the 
headteacher’s office

2 1. why I had received
 2. (that) she was sure (that) I’d copied it
 3. was a serious issue
 4. was unethical and illegal
 5. knew that
 6. felt terrible
 7. (that) I would never do it again
 8. if she was going to tell my parents
 9. she wouldn’t
 10. was punishing me
 11. if I did it again
 12. would be more serious consequences

3 1.  The chemistry teacher asked us / me if / whether we /  
I had already finished the experiment.

 2.  The teacher warned Lucy not to interrupt him / her again.
 3.  Glen wanted to know if / whether our teachers let us eat in 

class.
 4.  The students complained that the teacher wasn’t being fair.
 5.  Jason told his mum (that) he might come home late the 

following night / the night after / the next night.
 6.  The teacher promised (that) he’d / she’d mark our tests 

that week.
 7.  Emily suggested (that) they study / studying outside that 

day.
 8. Steve admitted (that) he hadn’t done the homework.

4 Possible answers:
 1. not to cheat in the exam
 2. going to the concert
 3. to practise every day
 4. to study for the exam
 5. if I was going to the party
 6. to make us leave if we weren’t quiet
 7. to go shopping with me

5 1. did 5. would be
 2. wanted 6. thought
 3. had taken 7. wouldn’t follow
 4. could help

page 47

6 1. She told me / said that someone had tricked her.
 2. She wanted to know how much I had paid.
 3. I suggested that we have an end-of-year class party.
 4. Dan reminded me to go to the lecture the next day. 
 5. The teacher warned us not to skip class that day.

7 1.  Va admetre que va ser dur / difícil per a ell acostumar-se a 
la seva nova escola.

 2.  Em va dir que el seu pare acostumava a ajudar-la a 
entendre com fer els problemes de matemàtiques.

 3.  El biòleg/La biòloga va advertir que milers d’espècies 
d’animals i plantes serien exterminades.

 4.  Ella es va queixar que ningú estava donant la seva opinió 
sobre els problemes de la nostra escola.

 5.  Ells/Elles van explicar que el seu descobriment podia portar 
a un medicament completament nou.

8 1.  The teacher warned us not to be late for the school trip the 
following day / the day after / the next day.

 2. Students must wear school T-shirts for gym lessons.
 3.  By the end of next week, we’ll have posted exam marks 

online / exam marks will have been posted online.
 4.  If we had handed in the project on time, we would have 

got 100% for it.
 5. How many books were donated to the library last year?
 6.  David asked me whether I had ever watched a film on my 

iPad.
 7.  She burned her finger while she was doing the experiment. 

9 1. You’re telling me! 3. You don’t say!
 2. Don’t ask me! 4. I told you so!

Communication, page 48

1 1. at least one foreign language is compulsory here
 2. literature isn’t (included) in this school’s curriculum
 3. is optional
 4. is illiterate
 5. are the school’s (annual) fees
 6.  cheating in his exam 

2 Possible answers:
 1. Then he dropped out.
 2. She’s very motivated.
 3. You’ll get into trouble.
 4. It was hard to pay attention.
 5. He enrolled in a photography course.

3 Possible answers:
 1. wouldn’t; you shouldn’t tell on people
 2. cheating in exams
 3. don’t think; we’ll never use it in life
 4. they’re very stressed
 5. using the library computers
 6. I’m sleep-deprived
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4 1. fees 5. secondary school
 2. schedule 6. bulletin board
 3. caretaker 7. elementary school
 4. headteacher

5 1. b      2.  b      3.  a      4.  a      5.  b

Reading, page 49

1 b

2 b

3 1.  The first school was opened for the children of workers at 
the Waldorf-Astoria cigarette factory.

 2.  They develop coordination, problem-solving skills and 
creative and critical thinking.

 3. Computer use and watching TV.

4 1. not given in Waldorf elementary schools
 2. a creative method for teaching maths
 3. can teach kids better than teachers

5 1. typical 3. emphasise
 2. elements 4. essential

Writing, page 50

1 1. Do you think he’ll like it?
 2. Yours is a full month.
 3. I think it would be interesting.
 4. They’re mine.
 5.  We think she’ll give them back to everyone in class today.

2 1. He 6. That
 2. his 7. them
 3. it 8. me
 4. She 9. They
 5. her 10. him

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 51

1 1. ridiculous 6. encourage
 2. brand-new 7. enrolled
 3. fed up with 8. rainfall
 4. creative 9. improve
 5. share

2 Possible answers:
 1. We only got back now.
 2. She hasn’t got over it yet.
 3. I got rid of some old clothes.
 4. They really got along.
 5. I should get in touch with them.
 6. He got into a lot of trouble.

3 1. am used to the noise from the street
 2.  weren’t expecting / didn’t expect her decision 
 3. did you take up ceramics
 4. will enable you to pass the exam

4 1. missed
 2. has changed
 3. was disrupted
 4. couldn’t come
 5. had / got … built
 6. will be added / are going to be added
 7. is equipped

5 1. is being planned by our school
 2.  if / whether he could check my maths homework  

before I gave it to the teacher that day
 3. has to participate in Sports Day
 4. don’t pay attention, you won’t understand
 5. should have worn a helmet
 6. may / might be in the school play

6 Possible answers:
 1. will have finished my homework
 2. would have gone swimming
 3. couldn’t speak it at all
 4. to stay in the classroom
 5. in a big room

Unit 7
Vocabulary, page 52

1 1. broadcast 5. host
 2. carry on 6. cheer
 3. take over 7. worship
 4. restrict

2 1. infatuated 5. tough
 2. round the clock 6. weird
 3. source 7. demanding
 4. every once in a while 8. No wonder

3 Possible answers:
 1. is restricted 4. broadcast in 1980
 2. infatuated with him 5. take over her life
 3. round the clock 6.  meet every once in a 

while

page 53

4 1. violence 5. importance
 2. connection 6. government
 3. performance 7. attendance
 4. addiction

5 Possible answers for sentence completions:
 1. patience; can’t wait to get what she wants
 2. invasion; lots of tourists there
 3. championship; have to win their next game
 4. rehabilitation; kick their drug or alcohol habit
 5. examination / exam; study all week
 6.  creativity; how to program 
 7. advertisements / adverts; laugh out loud
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6 1.  achievements is (winning) an award for Best Video Game
 2. awareness of this problem
 3. in a relationship
 4. have the ability to design a computer game
 5. caused by loneliness
 6.  still hasn’t made a decision about which college he’d like to 

attend

7 1. take over 6. every once in a while
 2. addiction 7. tough
 3. round the clock 8. restricts
 4. relationships 9. weird
 5. awareness

Grammar, page 54 

1 1. which 4. that / which
 2. where 5. who / that
 3. when / that 6. whose

2 1.  Amazon, which originally sold only books, now sells a huge 
range of merchandise.

 2.  I didn’t understand the instructions that came with my new 
phone.

 3.  Steve Wozniak, who was one of the founders of Apple, 
developed the first Apple computers. / Steve Wozniak, who 
developed the first Apple computers, was one of the 
founders of Apple.

 4.  Sheryl Sandberg, whose boss is Mark Zuckerberg, is the 
chief operating officer of Facebook.

 5.  Our website is the place where you can find answers to all 
your questions.

 6.  I hope she’ll like the DVD which I gave to her for her 
birthday.

 7. The year when / that Instagram was created was 2010.

3 1.  The two students who won the game-design contest were 
in my computer-science class last year. / The two students 
who were in my computer-science class last year won the 
game-design contest.

 2.  She studied engineering in the 1970s, when it was quite 
unusual for women to become engineers.

 3.  Jonathan Ive, whose designs are widely admired, is 
Apple’s chief industrial designer.

 4.  The gamers, who are from all over the world, have to log in 
before playing. / The gamers, who have to log in before 
playing, are from all over the world.

 5.  This video game, which is quite violent, is not suited to 
young children. / This video game, which is not suited to 
young children, is quite violent.

4 1. which / that 5. which
 2. who 6. which
 3. where 7. whose
 4. when / that

page 55

5 1. I have a new smartphone which is not user-friendly.
 2.  Our new neighbours, who live across the street, hosted a 

big party last night.
 3. I want to visit the city where I was born.
 4. It was 2004 when Facebook was founded.
 5. I have a friend whose father develops smartphones.

6 1.  Ella està prenent algunes decisions difícils que afectaran el 
seu futur.

 2.  En John, l’última relació del qual va acabar malament, ara 
està encapritxat d’algú a qui de moment només coneix per 
Internet.

 3.  Aquesta feina, que és molt exigent, requereix algú que 
sàpiga / pugui programar molt ràpidament.

 4.  La meva amiga Lynne, que tenia addicció a l’alcohol, 
treballa ara en un centre de rehabilitació.

 5.  Des de l’any que vam guanyar el campionat, ha augmentat 
el coneixement públic de les habilitats dels nostres 
jugadors.

7 1. that / which 6. would make
 2. who 7. was attending
 3. where 8. could earn
 4. can be used 9. is encouraging
 5. has … been 10. will become

8 Possible answers:
 1. people play every day just to relax
 2. that you weren’t hurt
 3. a day off from studying

Communication, page 56

1 Possible answers:
 1. videos 4. stay in one place
 2. smartphones, tablets 5. new
 3. rectangle, square 6. doesn’t work properly

2 Possible answers:
 1. It crashed and it won’t turn on.
 2. I have to charge it.
 3. I need to come up with a topic.
 4. I deleted it.
 5. I want to download it.
 6. It has gone viral.

3 1. isn’t user-friendly
 2. needs to be reliable
 3. latest album was released in 2012
 4. cutting-edge computers for / to do their research
 5. is out of date 
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4 Possible answers:
 1. I’ll check my voicemail.
 2. I’ll use it as my wallpaper.
 3. I want a new screensaver.
 4. It’s not a smartphone.
 5. It has a touchscreen.
 6. He used his webcam to make them.
 7. I need an ordinary keyboard.
 8. It’s not on the desktop.

5 1. Can I help you?
 2. I’m not sure I want to spend that much.
 3. it’s our most popular model.
 4. It’s very user-friendly.
 5. Have you got anything cheaper?
 6. what price range are you looking at?
 7. I’m afraid we don’t have those in stock.
 8. Your receipt’s in the bag.

Reading, page 57

1 1. insurance 3. irrelevant
 2. object 4. track

2 1. b      2.  c

3 1.  The number of auto accidents there has decreased by over 
15%.

 2.  By installing a black box and lowering their insurance 
costs.

 3. He thinks they’re an invasion of privacy.

4 1. present 4. long term
 2. install 5. cautiously
 3. decreased

Writing, page 58 

1 Possible answers:
 1.  You must have a password in order to / to / so as to enter 

the website.
 2.  I’m turning off my laptop in order not to waste the battery.
 3.  I deleted David’s text message so that Tom wouldn’t see it.
 4.  Look at my Facebook page to / in order to / so as to see the 

photos there.
 5.  I downloaded WhatsApp so as to / to / in order to be in 

touch with everyone while I’m travelling.

2 1. Even though / Although
 2. in order to
 3. Therefore / So
 4. In addition / Moreover / Furthermore
 5. so that
 6. However
 7. Because of
 8. as / since

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 59 

1 1. weird 6. came up with
 2. source 7. challenged
 3. connection 8. pastime
 4. charge 9. reliable
 5. devices

2 1. get into trouble 4. deleted
 2. cut down on 5. rely on
 3. figure out

3 Possible answers:
 1. accurate 4. a big tree
 2. succeed at school 5. an education
 3. huge

4 1. had existed 6. can do
 2. would have been 7. couldn’t be downloaded
 3. which 8. when / that
 4. who 9. that / which
 5. reflected / reflect 10. were used

5 1. I no longer live in Leeds, where I was born.
 2.  If he had needed a new phone, he would have bought one.
 3. Why isn’t “Simon” being sold any more?
 4. She warned us not to touch that.
 5.  I’m having / getting my laptop checked for viruses 

tomorrow. / My laptop is being checked for viruses  
(by a technician) tomorrow.

 6.  Ellen admitted (that) she had played / playing video games 
all day the day before / the previous day.

6 Possible answers:
 1. went to space
 2. are embarrassing
 3. use your smartphone
 4. they’re at a restaurant
 5. are out of date, aren’t very good

Unit 8
Vocabulary, page 60

1 1. watch waterproof
 2. in an ordinary flat
 3. nearly four hours to get here
 4. is nearby / is located nearby
 5. wasn’t satisfying
 6. working in a company that has offices worldwide

2 1. hike 4. quality
 2. outdoors 5. value
 3. sights

3 Possible answers:
 1. it takes 4. New York
 2. whatever is in the fridge 5. we wear the same size
 3. his work
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4 Possible answers:
 1. She likes reading outdoors.
 2. The people are enjoying their hike.
 3. Nearly 30 tourists were hurt in a bus accident.
 4. Dan is going overseas.
 5. The boots are waterproof.

page 61 

5 1. irrelevant 5. impossible
 2. dislike 6. unnecessary
 3. insecure 7. illegal
 4. unlock

6 Possible answers for sentence completions:
 1. overate; another piece of cake
 2. interactive; try different machines
 3. reread; he understands correctly
 4. co-workers; not nice to her
 5. misbehaves; broke some of his toys

7 1. unusual 5. misunderstood
 2. independent 6. overspent
 3. international 7. rebuilt
 4. coexist

8 1. satisfying 6. overseas
 2. no matter 7. insecure
 3. dislike 8. quality
 4. value 9. hike
 5. sights 10. nearby

Grammar, page 62 

1 Possible answers:
 1. have … been / travelled
 2. are … coming back / will … be back
 3. haven’t seen / heard from
 4. had … left / taken off
 5. were … talking 
 6. will have been / travelled
 7. will be relaxing
 8. is running

2 1. I could have travelled last year, but I didn’t.
 2.  You mustn’t talk on the phone in the “quiet car” of  

the train.
 3. Do we have to / need to book the tour in advance?
 4.  I might / may have misunderstood what the waiter said.
 5. We should (try to) / ought to find a cheaper flight.

3 1. will be cancelled 3. hadn’t forgotten
 2. find / have found 4. didn’t have to

4 1.  Waterproof backpacks are sold by camping supplies 
shops.

 2. Do you think our room has already been cleaned?
 3. You’ll be given the tour of the castle by a local guide.
 4. The travel agent had already ordered our tickets.
 5.  Free tours of famous London buildings were being given.

5 1.  George wanted to know if we wanted to go on a boat tour.
 2.  The guide warned the tourists to be careful because there 

were pickpockets there.
 3. Nancy promised she’d bring me back a souvenir.
 4.  I suggested taking / that we take a London Liars’ tour the 

next day / the following day / the day after.
 5.  The tour company representative announced that the  

2 pm city tour had been cancelled.

6 1.  This package holiday to the Caribbean, which I found 
online, costs £399.

 2. The day when / that my wallet was stolen was terrible!
 3.  The man who gave us directions to the Empire State 

Building was very nice. / The man, who was very nice, 
gave us directions to the Empire State Building.

 4.  This is a road which / that was named after King Charles II.
 5.  One of the people on our tour was a chef whose restaurant 

has won many awards.

page 63 

7 1. should consider 6. couldn’t … tell
 2. are given 7. is going / is going to go
 3. guess 8. will have studied
 4. was visiting 9. will be able to tell
 5. had … enjoyed 10. can be found

8 1. Can you please give me directions to the city centre?
 2. Has he already stayed in this hotel?
 3. Dinner will be served in about an hour.
 4.  By next week, she will have left on her backpacking trip.
 5.  August is the month when there are many tourists in this 

town.

9 1.  Tant se val les vegades que / amb quina freqüència hagis 
estat aquí, sempre pots trobar alguna cosa nova per  
veure o fer.

 2.  La setmana vinent a aquesta hora, el meu germà haurà 
tornat de l’estranger.

 3.  Ella es va queixar que l’excursió no havia inclòs tots els 
llocs d’interès turístic principals de la ciutat.

 4.  Si no hagués plogut, podríem haver anat a fer una 
caminada i (haver fet) un pícnic.

 5.  Va ser irresponsable per part meva no tornar a llegir el 
contracte abans de signar-lo.

 6.  Ella visitarà gairebé cent països arreu del món per parlar de 
la cooperació internacional sobre temes mediambientals.

 Possible answers:
 1. where I grew up
 2. always wanted to go there
 3. have called them
 4. he had been on several tours
 5. had already left
 6. who is going to Cambridge

10
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Communication, page 64 

1 1. border 5. package holiday
 2. luggage 6. campsite
 3. accommodation 7. youth hostel
 4. journey 8. resort

2 Possible answers:
 1. Are you going away for a long weekend
 2. Are you staying there overnight
 3. Do you want a return ticket
 4. Is it easy to get around in London
 5. When must I check out
 6. How do I check in
 7. Were there a lot of passengers
 8. Was your flight delayed

3 1.  get around 4. border
 2. resort 5. long weekend
 3. campsite 6. passengers

4 Possible answers:
 1. petrol station; get petrol 5. the front of; public transport
 2. journey; South America 6. plane; panic
 3. bus; late for school 7. bus; there
 4. London; New York 8. plane; for the last passenger

5 Possible answers:
 1. 1. wonderful 3. locals
  2. took the Tube 4. going out with them

 2. 1. went to Ibiza 4. horrible
  2.  it was great 5. went to the police
  3. wallet

Reading, page 65

1 1. tour guides
 2. a. 1950
  b. more than 20,000
  c. more than 30

2 1. Blue Badge Guides; guides employed by the attractions
 2.  They study for two years and their exams are difficult, so  

only the best students pass.

3 1. c      2.  d

4 1. employed 3. liken
 2. drew 4. trainees

Writing, page 66 

1 1. Excuse me – that’s not your suitcase. It’s mine!
 2.  First, we got our luggage. Then we met our friends outside 

the airport.
 3. The flight was slightly delayed, but we landed on time.
 4.  We checked the map in order to know where we had  

to go.
 5.  The hotel was excellent. Furthermore, it was in a great 

location.
 6.  Even though the service was bad, we enjoyed our meal  

at the restaurant.
 7. We missed the tour because we overslept.

2 1. It 5. quite
 2. For these reasons 6. However
 3. as well as 7. also
 4. Because 8. incredibly

Writing Task
 Accept all logical and grammatically correct answers.

Check Your Progress, page 67 

1 1. unusual 5. decisions
 2. international 6. achievements
 3. irritating 7. impossible
 4. ability 8. helpful

2 1. waterproof 4. cautious
 2. official 5. exhausted
 3. dishonest

3 1. used to avoid eating spicy food
 2. you belong to our frequent traveller club
 3. this course can lead to a career in tourism
 4.  bad experiences, we carried on travelling around the 

country
 5. insist on driving you to the airport

4 1. are becoming / have become
 2. are charged
 3. could travel
 4. had … learned
 5. wanted
 6. lasted
 7. travelling
 8. would … take

5 1. when their next bus tour began that day
 2. don’t have to / needn’t order tour tickets in advance
 3. tour is being arranged for us
 4.  the museum hadn’t been very crowded yesterday,  

I wouldn’t have left early
 5.  that we stay / staying in a youth hostel instead of a 

campsite that night
 6.  should have spent more time in Paris last summer /  

wish I had spent more time in Paris last summer
 7.  who is studying history, is also a tour guide in Oxford / 

who is a tour guide in Oxford, is also studying history


